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ABSTRACT
This case study will expound on how a parallel pipeline structure
became crucial in the creation of a photorealistic CG dromedary,
one of the main stars of Jumanji: The Next Level.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over a decade ago, VFX pipelines tended to be very serial in nature
like an assembly line where assets used to pass from one depart-
ment to the next. If there were any changes required, they had to
go back in the line and through several departments again. Nowa-
days, pipelines are much more parallel in nature, each department
contributing their part to a central publish system and assets can
be built at will from the latest approved work from every pipeline
step.

For the dromedaries in Jumanji: The Next Level [Kasdan, 2019],
we tried something new. We used Universal Scene Description
in a way that was the least disruptive to our pipeline and didn’t
change the way our artists used to work. We wrote scripts that
used the published files that were already in use in our pipeline
and generated USD files automatically to describe assets and shots.
Finally, we also used a tool that allowed us to take complex grooms
from Houdini and render them directly in Arnold without having
to write expensive caches on disk.

2 LEVERAGING USD
Our first pipeline was very linear in nature. Our second pipeline,
which we call Pipeline 2.0 and which is in use in production on
most projects today, is very parallel. It allows every department to
publish their work and only their work. For example, shading is
published independently from geometry. To build the scene in any
DCC, we have a script that gathers all the published files from all
the assets in a shot and assembles a giant json file listing all the
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files that are needed to be loaded to create the scene. That script is
big, and it contains a lot of convoluted code that makes decisions
about how the scene should be composed. We wanted to replace
that json file by a single USD file that would contain everything
and would be loaded directly inside the DCCs without having to
use a custom built loader in every DCC. The problem with USD, is
that it is so versatile that you don’t want to leave it in the hands of
all the artists in a structured pipeline because it could wreak havoc
on the results. We wanted to find a way to generate the USD files
automatically and we also wanted to use the current publishers
we had built for each department. We liked the structure of our
published files so we wanted to keep it.

For each department, we publish files with name tokens for
variants, parts and LoDs.Wewrote a script that uses Houdini Solaris
to build a tree of nodes that takes all the published files for one
department and organizes them together. This creates a standard
hierarchy with variantSets and purposes. We then use this Houdini
file to output one single USD file that we call a payloadPackage.
Alembic files are referenced in as payloads and other files that are
not supported by USD are simply added as metadata on prims to be
read by loaders later. Our hierarchy allows for assets to be separated
into parts, each part can have one variant set per department. Each
part also has prims for proxy and render purposes as well as guide
when necessary. Each purpose prim has a variant set to switch the
LoD if needed.

The reason why we use Houdini to generate this USD file is
two fold. First, because it allows an artist or supervisor to open it
and see how and why things are assembled in a certain way. This
makes the pipeline less opaque to the users. Second, it is our plan
to later use the Houdini file as a template that can be modified
by a supervisor to create more complex connections like multiple
variant sets per department or reusing prims from one variant to
another.

PayloadPackages are then referenced into layers, one layer per
department. Layers are then grouped together into a layerStack,
which also contains a manifest layer in shot and assembly asset
context as well as an assets layer to reference in the assets layer-
Stacks.

All this is assembled automatically by finding the latest approved
published files from our production database. Every artist can just
publish their work the same way they have been in the past, and
when we want to see an updated version of an asset or shot, we
just run the scripts to create the payloadPackages and the layer-
Stacks USD files and we are ready to render them. The process was
manual on Jumanji for the time we were still experimenting with
the concept. It is now being automated.

For the dromedaries, we had a default part which was the body,
a harness part for the saddle and reins and a groom part. We had 5
variants of the body and groom, and 2 variants of the harness. The
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Figure 1: Screenshot of udsview and the hierarchy automat-
ically generated for the asset.

Figure 2: Test renderwith theArnold procedural for thehair.

body had a guide purpose which contained blend shapes, muscles,
skeleton and other technical meshes. This allowed our creature fx
artists to have access to everything they needed, without impacting
other departments who were consuming this asset.

Wewere able to load several dromedaries assets in a shot with dif-
ferent body, groom and harness variant combinations. The pipeline
stayed as parallel as possible since artists were able to publish
just their work and the USD files were assembled from the latest
approved versions from each department when needed.

3 HOUDINI ENGINE INSIDE ARNOLD
For the hair, we know we wanted to create complex grooms with
complex simulations but we didn’t want to create large and ex-
pensive hair caches on the network. We wrote a procedural for
Arnold that was able to launch Houdini Engine and open an HDA
that would take a guides hair cache and an animation cache for
the body and generate all the render hair and attach them to the
body geometry, all in memory. This workflow allowed our creature
fx artists to use any tool they wanted from the Houdini toolset to
create and simulate the grooms on each camel. They also had at
their disposal the entire power of Houdini to create the hair simu-
lations. All they had to do was to create an HDA inside Houdini
and publish it. This file was attached to the right prim in the USD
payloadPackage. When loaded in Katana, some of the HDA parame-
ters could be exposed to the lighter to change size or opacity of the
hair. And when the lighter would hit the render button, the entire
groom would be generated and ready to be rendered. This required
a Houdini Engine license as well as an Arnold license to render, but
the cost we saved in development for a full hair system was worth
it. Of course, the cfx artists had to be cautious not to produce an
HDA that would take 1 hour to generate the hair before the first
pixel appeared on screen as respect for the lighters.

4 DISCUSSION
Now that we are satisfied with this workflow, we can move ahead
and start the second phase. We need to write an asset resolver to
avoid generating hard-coded files all the time. We also want to start
using UsdShade for the shading department instead of relying on
look files from Katana. Later we will start using UsdLux to carry the
lighting information. As we keep saying internally: baby steps. . .
Baby steps..
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